
Birth Day          

Our tattered van inches up a mountain  
in a forgotten Appalachian town, toward 
a set of three trailers, one vacant,  
the dew of death lingering in the gutters.  
 
The heat licks my back as the van relaxes  
in front of the first trailer, and I hurry to her door. 
 
Jean. Maternal grip and thick Kentucky accent.  
Grandmother too, widowed by a strangled heart,  
sapped from night shifts at the Bee Mart.  
Her eyes sketch my day’s work as they take in the yard.   
 
Beyond the mountains, back home in the East,  
my family remembers that today  
I am nineteen. 
 
Jean’s eyes catch the tall weeds strangling her flowers  
as a lawn mower bellows in the next yard.  
She offers me gloves with more holes than cloth  
and disappears into a shed.  
 
The flowers sigh in the heat  
as I sink my knees into the grass to daydream  
of unspoken praise and unopened presents.  
 
Jean returns with something silver dangling at her side. 
I slip on the gloves,  

reach up, 
but instead of clippers,  
my hand meets the kind edge of a butter knife.  
I can only smile politely and begin.  
 
There have never been any clippers in that shed.  
 
I try to shorten the weeds with my absurd instrument,  
then stab at the root as small roaches explore the knife’s anatomy.  
 
My eyes frown at the span of the flowerbed,  
a hopeless job and a failing knife.   
Inside, Jean carves a ham sandwich –    
my birthday present.  
 
And then a blast of sunlight strikes the wet, ripe dirt.   
Sunflowers embrace the side of the trailer in a  
breeze that nudges my hand, loosens my grip on the knife 
and unites my fingers with the moist flowerbed. 
 
I hear a woman humming an old folk song 
and scan the sunlit yard for its owner, 
but then I recognize the familiar timbre  
of my own voice.  


